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Abstract
In feature-oriented programming (FOP), code clones are
also important issue. Although an approach called a software
product line (SPL) enables to implement products efficiently
by reusing most of their code, SPLs implemented by FOP
contain a lot of code clones. Code clones are often caused by
alternative features and we also found clones in derivatives
among alternative features. To resolve this problem, we pro-
pose a new FOP language named FeatureGluonJ, which sup-
ports family polymorphism with revisers. The code clones
among alternative features are separated into another feature
and can be shared among the alternative features by extend-
ing that feature. Furthermore, clones in derivatives can be
removed as well.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.3.3 [PROGRAM-
MING LANGUAGES]: Language Constructs and Features

General Terms Languages

Keywords Feature-Oriented Programming, Software Prod-
uct Lines, Family Polymorphism, Java

1. Introduction
A software product line (SPL) is a widely used approach
to develop a variety of products from a single set of arti-
facts, especially, a source code. Feature-oriented program-
ming (FOP) [2, 11] has been developed in research com-
munity. FOP provides separation of concerns to implement
SPLs; a SPL is decomposed into modules with respect to
each feature. Programmers can develop products by select-
ing a subset of features.

In spite of the aim of SPL, it seems that FOP does not pro-
vide reusability to implement features. It is known that a lot
of code clones exists in SPLs developed by FOP [13]. The
code clones often occur in alternative features because they
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provide similar behavior and structures consisting classes. It
is difficult to remove them because the clones are not iden-
tical and scatter over revisers, which are construct to modify
an existing class. Clones are also found in derivatives, which
is a module connecting multiple features, among alternative
features. This problem must be resolved because these code
clones might make a SPL unmaintainable and, as a result,
reduce variability of SPLs.

This paper propose a new feature-oriented programming
language, FeatureGluonJ. In our language, inheritance of
feature module enables to remove such code clones to su-
per feature like class inheritance of object-oriented program-
ming. Derivatives can be considered as alternative features in
our language. Thus it also can be implemented by extending
a generic derivative for them.

2. Feature-oriented code clones
A significant aim of modular programming is to eliminate
code clones. A design-level approach for this aim is a soft-
ware product line (SPL) and feature-oriented programming
(FOP) is known as programming paradigm useful for im-
plementing SPLs. Although FOP enables code reuse among
products, a large number of code clones still scatter over
feature modules, which are selectable components of a SPL
[13]. These code clones are often found in alternative fea-
tures.

We below illustrate code clones found in MobileMedia
[15], which is an SPL of multimedia viewers for mobile de-
vices. Although the original version of MobileMedia is writ-
ten in AspectJ,1 this paper uses a version that we rewrote in

Figure 1. A feature model of MobileMedia SPL

1 It is available from
http://mobilemedia.sourceforge.net/
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class PhotoController {
boolean handleCommand(Command command) {

if (command == OPEN) {
String selected = getSelected();
Display.setCurrent(new PhotoViewScreen(selected));

} else if (...) { ... }
}}

reviser PhotoTypeInitializer extends Application {
private PhotoListScreen screen;
private PhotoController controller;
void startApp() {

screen = new PhotoListScreen();
controller = new PhotoController();
super.startApp();

}}

Listing 1. Classes for the Photo feature

class MusicController {
boolean handleCommand(Command command) {

if (command == OPEN) {
String selected = getSelected();
Display.setCurrent(new MusicViewScreen(selected));

} else if (...) { ... }
}}

reviser MusicTypeInitializer extends Application {
private MusicListScreen screen;
private MusicController controller;
void startApp() {

screen = new MusicListScreen();
controller = new MusicController();
super.startApp();

}}

Listing 2. Classes for the Music feature

GluonJ [3] and added extra features. MobileMedia has fea-
tures shown in Figure 2. A feature indicated by an edge end-
ing with a circle is an optional feature. Programmers can se-
lect only necessary features among optional features to cus-
tomize a product. If a feature is not selected, it is not imple-
mented in a resulting product. If programmers must select
one of several features, the set of those features are called
alternative features. They are indicated by edges with an arc.
In this paper, furthermore, we extend the meaning of alter-
native features to cover a case in that programmers can se-
lect more than one feature among them. For distinction, we
say that such alternative features are combinatorial. In Mo-
bileMedia, Photo, Music, and Video are alternative features.
They implement a different type of medium.

For example, Listing 1 and 2 show a code clone between
Photo and Music features. The bodies of PhotoController
and MusicController classes are almost identical except the
class name in the new expressions. This is natural since both
features must support a similar set of commands such as
open and close.

In Listing 1 and 2, a class-like construct starting with the
reviser keyword is unique to GluonJ. It is called a reviser,
which corresponds to a class with refines in AHEAD and an
intertype declaration or an advice with an execution pointcut
in AspectJ. It adds a new field or method to an existing class
as open class [5] does. It can also replace an existing method
with a new implementation as AspectJ’s advice does.

reviser AddCopyToPhoto extends PhotoListScreen {
void initMenu() {

//add a menu item labeled "Copy" to a screen.
addCommand(new CopyCommand());

}}

reviser AddRenameToMusic extends MusicListScreen {
void initScreen() {

//add a menu item labeled "Rename" to a screen.
addCommand(new RenameCommand());

}}

Listing 3. The derivative features for Photo–Copy and
Music–Rename

Another code clone is found in revisers PhotoTypeInitial-
izer in Listing 1 and MusicTypeInitializer in Listing 2. Both
add screen and controller fields (with different types) to the
Application class. They also replace the startApp method
in Application. The two implementations of startApp are
identical except class names. Note that the two revisers are
applied to the Application class one by one. When two re-
viser replace the same method, super.startApp() in a re-
viser invokes another implementation as Super().startApp()
in AHEAD and proceed() in AspectJ. Due to space limita-
tion, we do not mention further details in this paper.

A code clone is also found in a special feature called
derivative [8, 9]. It is a feature that is needed to imple-
ment extra behavior only when two or more optional fea-
tures are selected. Listing 3 shows a derivative for Photo
and Copy and a derivative for Music and Rename. The revis-
ers in these derivatives are clones of each other. For exam-
ple, the AddCopyToPhoto reviser appends a command for
copying a photo. This command must be effective only when
the Photo and Copy features are selected. Note that Mobile-
Media contains several derivatives for every combination of
media type and editing operation, such as Video–Copy and
Photo–Rename.

A workaround to eliminate these clones shown above is
to declare a super class of Photo and Music and put it into
the Media feature. Then we can move code clone to that
super class. Differences in instantiated class names can be
addressed by using the factory method pattern. However,
this approach will cause a large number of factory meth-
ods and annoying downcasts, which degrade maintainability.
Furthermore, this approach does not work for code clones in
revisers. How to design inheritance of revisers is still an open
question. This is also true in AspectJ. In AspectJ, an aspect
can inherit another aspect but the super aspect must be ab-
stract. An abstract aspect itself does not change the behavior
of a base program at all; it is only used as a code template.
In the case of MobileMedia, we have to declare an abstract
aspect in the Media feature and also declare, for each media
type such as Photo and Music, a concrete aspect inheriting
from that abstract aspect. This would be annoying. Another
serious problem is that AspectJ provides only limited capa-
bility to customize an inherited code template. It allows a
sub-aspect only to give concrete pointcut definitions. This
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abstract feature MediaType {}

// classes below belong to MediaType
abstract class MediaController {

boolean handleCommand(Command command) {
if (command == OPEN) {

String selected = getSelected();
Display.setCurrent(new MediaViewScreen(selected));
return true;

} else if (...) { ... }
}}

class MediaListScreen {
void initMenu() {}
: // common codes among media types

}

abstract class MediaViewScreen extends Screen { ... }

reviser MediaTypeInitializer extends Application {
MediaListScreen screen;
MediaController controller;
void startApp() {

screen = new MediaListScreen();
controller = new MediaController();

}}

Listing 4. The MediaType feature

feature PhotoMedia extends MediaType {}

class PhotoListScreen overrides MediaListScreen {
: //photo-specific codes

}

class PhotoController overrides MediaController {
: //photo-specific codes

}

class PhotoViewScreen overrides MediaViewScreen { ... }

Listing 5. The Photo feature implemented in our language

is not sufficient to absorb differences between PhotoType-
Initializer and MusicTypeInitializer shown in Listing 1 and
2.

3. Modular FOP with family polymorphism
Since the code clones mentioned above cannot be eliminated
by object-oriented programming technique in a satisfactory
way, we need a new mechanism for FOP-specific code reuse.
In this section, we show a new FOP language that supports
inheritance of features. As code clones in classes can be
removed to a super class in Java, clones in features can be
eliminated in our language. We first show how clones in the
alternative features in MobileMedia are removed. Then, we
refactor the derivatives among the alternative features.

3.1 Family polymorphism with revisers
We propose a new FOP language named FeatureGluonJ,
which support family polymorphism to implement SPLs
more modularly. Family polymorphism is a traditional ap-
proach to reuse structure consisting of classes by extending
multiple classes at once. In our language, a feature module,
which is a unit for implementing a feature, is considered as a
family. Besides feature module contains classes and revisers
like existing FOP languages, programmers can define a new
feature by extending another. The classes owned by a feature

module are virtual classes [10]. A virtual class can override
another virtual class defined in its super feature like a virtual
function (method) overriding. A real class bound to a vir-
tual class depends on what feature its host class belong to.
See Listing 4. The feature declaration on top of the source
represents MediaType feature owns classes described in that
source. Photo is defined as shown in Listing 5 and have vir-
tual classes that override the classes in MediaType. Instead
of defining classes with same name, our language uses over-
rides to specify an overridden class. PhotoController de-
rive methods, fields and constructors from MediaController
while overriding. Since the MediaViewScreen is overridden
by PhotoListScreen, the following code creates instance of
PhotoListScreen and show it on the display:

PhotoController c = new PhotoController();
c.handleCommand(OPEN);

We adopt copy semantics for the notion of select, which
is important in FOP. When a feature is selected for a prod-
uct, its virtual classes and revisers can be used in the prod-
uct; the revisers modify their target class. In our semantics,
the classes in a super feature are copied to its sub feature.
If programmers want to create a product that supports only
photo viewer, they select thereby only Photo and does not
select MediaType. Features marked abstract cannot be se-
lected but the classes and revisers can be used to implement
sub features. Programmers can try to create instance of an
abstract virtual class in an abstract feature and such classes
must be overridden in its sub features. Even if both of Photo
and Music are selected, copied classes from MediaType are
encapsulated within each feature and do not conflict.

Our polymorphism is unique in that a family contains
revisers. A virtual reviser in a super feature is also copied
to sub features. Although it appears that Photo in Listing 5
does not have any revisers, the feature module actually owns
the MediaTypeInitializer reviser in Listing 4 derived from
MediaType. A virtual reviser is polymorphic; its behavior
depends on virtual classes in itself. The reviser derived by
Photo creates fields and instances of components for it.
Virtual revisers are applied when its feature is selected. If
Photo and Music are selected, two MediaTypeInitializer in
Photo and Music are applied. The remaining Music and
Video can be implemented in the same way to Photo. Thus
code clones among the alternative features are removed to
MediaType.

Note that our family polymorphism is simplified in the
similar way to lightweight family polymorphism [12]. Vir-
tual classes and revisers appear only in direct children of
a feature and there are no subtype relation between virtual
classes from different features. Some readers might think the
semantics of a reviser are similar to those of a virtual class.
A reviser modifies target class globally and destructively. If
a class is modified by two revisers, both of revisers might
be executed everywhere code of the class is executed. On
the other hand, virtual class overriding affects only inside of
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feature PhotoCopy {
import feature p: Photo;
import feature c: Copy;

}

reviser AddCmdToPhotoList extends p::PhotoListScreen {
void initMenu() {

addCommand(new c::CopyCommand());
}}

Listing 6. Naive implementation of the PhotoCopy feature

abstract feature FileOperation {}

abstract class FileOperationCommand extends Command {
FileOperationCommand(String lbl) {

super(lbl, ITEM, 1);
}}

feature Copy extends FileOperation {}

class CopyCommand overrides FileOperationCommand {
CopyCommand() {

super("Copy"));
}}

class CopyController {
... // code to copy

}

Listing 7. The Copy feature without clone

its feature module. Even if Photo and Music are selected,
multi-version of MediaController, which are named Photo-
Controller and MusicController, exist in the product.

3.2 Implementing derivative modules by
polymorphism

FeatureGluonJ enables to implement derivatives without
clones as well. We first show how a naive derivative is im-
plemented in our language. Since a derivative represents
connection between features, programmers have to access
classes from different features. Our language requires two
steps to access external classes. First, programmers have to
declare features used in the derivative by import feature. It is
described in a body of a feature declaration and given the im-
ported feature and an alias of the feature. Then virtual classes
in the imported feature are accessible with feature quali-
fied access, the :: operator. For example, we have deriva-
tive modules between Photo and Music in Listing 6. Pho-
toListScreen of Photo is described like p::PhotoListScreen.

Code clones among derivatives can be removed to a
generic derivative and they can share the clone by using
inheritance. Now we have the Copy feature implemented
by extending the FileOperation feature in Listing 7. Re-
name is not shown but implemented as well. Now we can
implement a derivative between two groups, sub features
of MediaType and sub features of FileOperation, as shown
in Listing 8. This derivative imports the super features of
each group and its reviser is implemented by using virtual
classes defined in those feature. Then, a concrete derivative,
PhotoCopy, is defined by extending this generic derivative.
abstract import feature is overridden by import feature

abstract feature MediaTypeAndFileOperation {
abstract import feature m: MediaType;
abstract import feature f: FileOperation;

}

reviser AddCmdToMediaList extends m::MediaListScreen {
void initMenu() {

addCommand(new f::FileOperationCommand());
}}

feature PhotoCopy extends MediaAndFileOperation {
import feature m: Photo; //override
import feature f: Copy; //override

}

// the reviser is derived

Listing 8. Implementation of PhotoCopy by extending a
generic derivative

abstract feature MediaAndFileOp defines forevery(m, f) {
abstract import feature m: MediaType;
abstract import feature f: FileOperation;

}

reviser AddCmdToMediaList extends m::MediaListScreen {
void initMenu() {

addCommand(new f::FileOperationCommand());
}}

Listing 9. Definition of all derivatives by defines

with the same alias defined in sub features. With regard to
PhotoCopy, since m and f are overridden with Photo and
Copy, m::MediaListScreen and f::FileOperationCommand
are bound to PhotoListScreen and CopyCommand, respec-
tively. abstract import feature must be described in abstract
features and overridden by concrete import feature.

Finally, programmers can define derivatives mentioned
above at once if concrete derivatives contain only import
feature like Listing 8. Listing 9 is the same as the generic
derivative in Listing 8 except for the defines clause of the
feature declaration. This defines automatically creates and
select sub features extending this generic reviser for every
pair of selected features that extends MediaType/FileOperation.

4. Discussion
Where code clones occurs in FOP? In MobileMedia,
code clones seems to be found among alternative features.
However some alternative features are defined not in domain
level but in implementation level. Programmers might notice
that two or more features have similar structures at imple-
mentation or design stage. These features can be considered
as alternative features and implemented efficiently by fam-
ily polymorphism. Derivatives among alternative features
are also implementation level alternative features.

Family polymorphism versus obliviousness Although fam-
ily polymorphism does reduce obliviousness a little, it is not
so critical as code clones reduce maintainability and vari-
ability. For example, since pure obliviousness is preserved in
Listing 1 and 2, while programmers implement Photo, they
need not take care of Music. Thus, in Listing 3, menus of
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each screen are initialized in methods with different names:
initMenu() in Photo and initScreen() in Music. This might
cause, however, troublesome clones, which are semantically
similar but not syntactically. This type of clone is difficult to
be found by tools and implement generic derivatives. On the
other hand, by introducing their super feature, programmers
have to know about the existence of other types of medium
through it; They must use initMenu() to initialize menus.

Why code clones in derivative modules have not been re-
vealed? Although there are surveys on derivative mod-
ules and code clones of software product lines, code clones
among derivative modules are not mentioned. This is be-
cause the size of alternative feature is too small although
there are huge alternative features such as file systems or
device drivers in Linux kernel, in SPLs which are not imple-
mented in FOP. Since the number of derivatives between two
sets of alternative features might be n × m where n and m
are the sizes of alternative features, the impact of these code
clones becomes more serious in larger systems.

5. Conclusions and future work
We proposed a new feature-oriented programming language,
named FeatureGluonJ. It supports family polymorphism; a
feature can be defined based on an existing feature. Our re-
viser is polymorphic and its behavior changes depending on
its host feature as well as virtual classes. The alternative fea-
tures in MobileMedia can be implemented more modularly
by using inheritance.

Related work includes CaesarJ [1], which is a program-
ming language supporting both AOP and family polymor-
phism. Although it enables programmers to implement a
generic and family polymorphic aspect for alternative fea-
tures like our language, it does not support intertype dec-
larations and implementing a generic derivative because of
access limitation to virtual classes from aspects. On the
other hand, programmers can also implement SPLs by mixin
composition of classes that implement selected features [6].
However, since a super class (feature) is mixed only once,
combinatorial alternative features cannot be implemented
without clones mentioned in this paper.

Another approach to implement SPLs and remove code
clones is performed by IDEs. CIDE [7] is IDE developed on
Eclipse and support feature decomposition by assigning col-
ors to code snippets. Backgrounds of snippets belonging to
a certain feature are filled in the same color. Programmers
can remove and revert snippets assigned in the same color
from source code like #ifdef directives of the C preproces-
sor. However, code clones among combinatorial alternative
feature occurs also in SPLs developed by CIDE. On the other
hand, we adopt an approach using syntactical constructs. It
is important to search solutions from both side. For exam-
ple, clones with minor differences can be managed by syn-
chronized editing [4]. It can be extended to support grouping
clones, which corresponds to our family inheritance.

Our future work includes another type of code clones
caused by language constructs such as using of GluonJ and
resolvers of Airia [14]. These constructs are used for control-
ling scope and precedence order of revisers and described in
derivatives. We need formal definition of type system of our
language. This can be defined based on type systems of Glu-
onJ and lightweight family polymorphism.
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Abstract
For the development of variable systems, software product
lines (SPL) are an established way to handle the variabil-
ity by using feature models. Nevertheless, the configuration
of an SPL can be complex, especially if a product line con-
sists of a large number of features. The problem of handling
the complexity becomes even more sophisticated if not only
software, but also mechatronic systems containing software
and hardware components are configured. Besides modeling
the software, within a mechatronic system dependencies and
associations between software and hardware features need
to be considered which further increases the complexity.
To handle this complexity in product lines for mechatronic
systems, we propose a multi product line (MPL) approach
which allows to distinguish between software and hardware
by using different feature models for each. In addition we in-
troduce a level of abstraction to complex product lines con-
sisting of multiple feature models by establishing a feature
model mapping. In this paper we present details to the map-
ping to provide an abstract configuration view as well as the
introduced associations for our MPL approach.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.2.9 [Software En-
gineering]: Management—Software configuration manage-
ment, Productivity; D.2.10 [Software Engineering]: Design—
Methodologies

General Terms Design, Management

Keywords Mechatronic Multi Product Lines, Feature Mod-
els, Mapping

1. Introduction
The development of mechatronic systems combines the en-
gineering disciplines of mechanical engineering, electrical
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engineering and software engineering. Accordingly the de-
velopment of mechatronic systems, composed of among
other things, controllers for continues behavior and real time
protocols for the coordination of connected systems [15], is
a complex task. Due to the increasing complexity of these
systems and the variety of products, resulting both from
the combination of hardware and software components, the
development time and costs of mechatronic systems are in-
creasing, too.
One opportunity to handle the complexity is the use of fea-
ture models introduced by [11] to describe the variable and
common parts of software product lines [5]. A feature model
consists of a hierarchically arranged set of features con-
nected through different types of associations. In different
approaches [1, 8] feature models are used for product con-
figuration. Therefore features are connected to software de-
velopment artefacts. Figure 1 depicts an example of a feature
model describing a navigation system in a car. While the ap-

navigation system

TMC map radio di!erent
routes

one route

tra"c jam view key pad touch display

mandatory
optional

alternative
or

require

constraint

Figure 1. Example of a feature model

plication of feature models for describing product lines is
well known and integrated in different approaches [3, 7, 9]
most of the applications take place in the field of software
product line engineering. Hardware engineering in contrast
is usually performed by the use of large spreadsheets and
configuration files.
For a better integration of different disciplines of engineer-
ing and easier handling of the complexity of variable mecha-
tronic systems, we propose a multi product line approach
which allows us to use different feature models for software
and hardware features by introducing dependencies between
multiple feature models. Each feature may contain develop-
ment artefacts derived by one of the aforementioned engi-
neering discipline. We also establish a mapping of different
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feature models to one abstract model to ease the handling of
the complexity and to provide an user specific view with a
restricted choice of features.This abstract model and the cor-
responding mapping allows a simple product configuration
by the user without knowledge of the different development
artefacts.
In the following we first indicate the use of product lines
for mechatronic systems before we focus on the abstrac-
tion of product lines and the underlying mapping for ease
of complexity in section 4. Section 5 will give an overview
of related work and the delimitation to the presented work.
The last section will conclude the paper and point out future
activities in our research.

2. MPLs for mechatronic systems
The modeling of software and hardware features of a mecha-
tronic system within one feature model may not only lead
to a high complexity, but also has some disadvantages and
limitations in further processing, resulting from the combi-
nation of software and hardware features and the respective
deployment. On the one hand it is not possible to distinguish
between software and hardware features during processing
of a configuration. On the other hand a feature model does
not allow to describe the distribution of a software on dif-
ferent hardware components. Contrariwise a feature model
does not provide an opportunity to model the deployment
of multiple software artefacts on one hardware component.
For example, a car manufacturer may use a feature model
to handle the configuration of a car navigation system in-
cluding the electronic control unit (ECU) and the software
for different types of navigation systems. In this scenario
it would not be possible to deploy another piece of soft-
ware, for example to control the electric windows, on the
same ECU. Also further dependencies between the differ-
ent system parts and their properties can not be modeled
adequate in a combined feature model. Therefore we pro-
pose an approach where different system parts can be man-
aged within different feature models and additionally associ-
ations between those feature models exist to specify depen-
dencies and further information for a product configuration.
A fragmentation of a mechatronic system into different fea-
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Figure 2. Fragmentation into multi feature models

ture models by differentiating between software and hard-
ware parts is depicted in figure 2, while the dependencies of
the multiple feature models are introduced in section 3. With

the breakdown into multiple feature models it is possible to
treat software and hardware features in a different way and
connect them with different artefacts. For example a soft-
ware feature may be associated with a software artefact of
the Mechatronic UML [2], which allows modeling of con-
tinuous and discrete behavior of mechatronic systems, while
a hardware feature is associated with a parts list and a cir-
cuit diagram. In addition it is possible to not only generate
software from a product configuration, but also to produce a
hardware list and a deployment diagram. The hardware list
may also include further information about the technical de-
tails or the ordering of specific parts, while the deployment
diagram connects the software and hardware parts and may
be used as a blueprint for the configured product. The de-
ployment diagram may also include different software plat-
forms which are needed.

3. Multi product line constraints
To connect software and hardware artefacts distributed over
multiple feature models in an adequate way, a set of asso-
ciations is necessary. Therefore the well known require and
exclude dependencies for features within one feature model
described amongst others in [6] are not adequate. Hence we
extend this concept and apply it to features in different fea-
ture models as well as to feature models itself. For exam-
ple the selection of the Traffic Message Channel (TMC) fea-
ture in the software feature diagram in figure 2 is only valid,
if the hardware for the TMC Interface is selected, too. Ac-
cordingly there must be a require dependency between the
software feature TMC and the hardware feature TMC Inter-
face. In addition we introduce one more type of dependency
which can be applied to one feature and a feature model.
The deploy dependency describes deployment information
of an artefact and specifies the execution environment. For
example the software of an navigation system, which may
be variable due to different maps offered by the manufac-
turer, may have dependencies to different kinds of hardware
for the navigation system which differ in the available mem-
ory.
The resulting dependencies are summarized in table 1. For

Table 1. Different types of dependencies
Dependency Description
require Requires the target feature to be selected

in a configuration, too.
exclude Excludes the selection of the target fea-

ture in the current configuration.
deploy Describes the hardware or software plat-

form used for deployment.

each type of dependency, we additionally differentiate be-
tween constraints (CT, applied between features within one
feature model), cross feature constrains (FCT, applied be-
tween features of multiple feature models) and feature model
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constrains (MFCT, applied to multiple feature models and so
to root-features) so that we finally have the following set of
contraints:

• CT = {require, exclude}
• FCT = {require, exclude, deploy}
• MFCT = {require, exclude, deploy}

The aforementioned dependencies allow us to describe dif-
ferent system parts, tailored into software and hardware fea-
tures, within multiple feature models and so to handle com-
plex mechatronic systems. Another advance is the possibil-
ity to specify deployment information and requirements be-
tween features. Figure 3 represents the scenario described
in figure 2 completed with the introduced dependencies.
Nevertheless we found out, that the use of simple dependen-
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Figure 3. Dependencies between feature models

cies is not always satisfying. That is the case, if one feature
has multiple features as precondition and otherwise would
not lead to a valid configuration. To be able to handle such
conditions we plan do develop a notation to map complex
dependencies in the future, too.

4. Abstraction for the configuration of MPLs
The introduction of the cross model dependencies makes it
easier to handle different system components and to differ-
entiate between hardware and software artefacts. Contrari-
wise it can also make it harder to handle a configuration be-
cause of additional dependencies and references which on
the other hand raise the complexity of a diagram. To sim-
plify the process of configuration in a multi product line we
propose a feature model mapping, which maps multiple fea-
ture models and associated references to one simple feature
model to hide the complexity for a user and to be able to
provide a user specific view.
Before we present the mapping of a multi product line to an
abstract feature model, we first introduce the formal defini-
tion of a feature model as well as of a multi feature model. In
doing so we use the definition made by Trigaux et. al in [18]
and adopt it for our needs. The graph type of a feature model
in this paper is defined as a tree, while NT (Node Type) is
a set of Boolean functions which describe the type of node
NT = {mandatory, optional, alternative, or}. The Constraint

Type (CT) in turn is defined as a binary boolean operator and
is used to describe dependencies (require, exclude) which
may exists between features of one feature model. As de-
scribed in section 3 for a multi feature model we also need
constraint types for constraints between features of different
feature models (FCT) as well as constraints between differ-
ent feature models (MFCT). The aforementioned description
leads to the following definition:

Definition 1. A feature model FM = (N , r, λ, E , C) where:

• N set of nodes (nodes are features)
• r ∈ N is the root feature of the feature model FM
• λ : N → NT labels each node with an operator from
NT

• E ⊆ N ×N set of edges
• C ⊆ N × CT ×N is the set of constraint edges
• NT = {mandatory, optional, alternative, or}
• CT = {require, exclude}

Definition 2. A Multi Feature Model
MFM = (FM,FC,FMC) where:
• FM set of feature models
• FC ⊆ N ′ ×FCT ×N ′′ set of constraint edges between

features of different feature models
• FMC ⊆ FM′×MFCT×FM′′ set of contraint edges

between different feature models
• FCT = {require, exclude, deploy}
• MFCT = {require, exclude, deploy}

The mapping between the multi feature model MFM =
(FM,FC,FMC) and an abstract model, which is also a
feature model, FMa = (Na, ra, λa, Ea, Ca) is defined as
follows:

R ⊆ Na ×NMFM

with :

NMFM =
∪
i

Ni,

FMi = (Ni, ri, λi, Ei, Ci) ∈ FM

(1)

That means that one feature of the abstract model maps mul-
tiple features in an arbitrary number of underlying feature
models and each abstract feature must be mapped to at least
one feature. The introduced mapping can be used to create
a clearly and user defined view of a complex multi product
line of a mechatronic system. In contrast to the direct pre-
sentation of a multi product line including all features, the
abstracted view can be used by a customer to configure a
product without knowledge of technical details or knowl-
edge about dependencies. The abstraction is achieved by
mapping one abstract feature to a variety of features in un-
derlying feature models. Moreover abstract feature models
may be enhanced with additional user information like intro-
duced by Streitferdt in [16], without rising the complexity of
the underlying feature models.
Within this view, all mandatory features may be hidden to
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provide a clearly arranged user interface containing only se-
lectable options while the aforementioned user information
provide additional assistance during the configuration pro-
cess. In addition the abstract model can be used to make a
pre-selection of features or to restrict the available features
for a specific customer, domain or type of product. In the car
industry for example, this might be the case with the config-
uration of a BMW 5 and a BMW 7, which each on its own is
a variable product. Although both cars share some compo-
nents like control gears and other electronic equipment, they
do not allow an arbitrarily combination. With the introduced
abstract model it is possible to provide a single feature model
for each kind of car even if the underlying feature models
may be associated through different kinds of dependencies
and thereby belong to one complex multi product line. These
concepts are depicted in figure 4.

5. Related work
Recently many approaches were proposed to extend the con-
cept of product lines to integrate software development arte-
facts like requirements, classes or components [1, 4, 16].
Apel et. al. introduced a way to connect classes as well es
refinements of classes with features. Depending on the se-
lected configuration of a product line, those classes were
modified based on the previous mentioned refinements. Fi-
nally, the software is provided by the generated artefacts. Al-
though this approach is promising for software product lines
it is not adequate for mechatronic systems because neither
hardware artefacts nor dependencies between software and
hardware artefacts can be considered. Streitferdt extends the
concept of product lines in his PhD-thesis and consideres an
association between features and requirements. Therefore he
identifies different types of dependencies which mainly dif-
fer from the dependencies introduced in this paper that they
only can be applied to features within one feature model.

In addition deployment dependencies are not taken into ac-
count.
Another refinement of the concept of product lines is intro-
duced in [5], where a process for the development of soft-
ware product lines is presented. This concept is used in our
approach and accordingly applied to multi product lines for
mechatronic systems.
In [12] Apel et. al. outlines a process for a combined hard-
ware and software product line which would meet the sce-
nario of a product line for mechatronic systems. Neverthe-
less they do not consider the necessary associations between
features so that dependencies are not taken into account.
One approach where the configuration of software and hard-
ware features is considered within one product line was sug-
gested in [17]. However, only requirements are mapped and
only one single feature model is used, which limits the differ-
entiation between software and hardware features. Further-
more no information about the deployment and execution
environment can be integrated
The handling of multi product lines was focused in [14]
where Rosenmüller et. al. introduced composition models
to associate multiple feature models within one multi prod-
uct line to generate a configurator based on the composi-
tion models. While this approach may be at first sight quite
similar to the introduced abstract feature models, our ap-
proach provides much more flexibility through the mapping
of one abstract feature to many features of different feature
models. In addition our approach enables the generation of
a user specific view with for example hidden options, re-
gardless of whether these are mandatory or just not avail-
able for a specific customer. Reiser et. al. introduced in [13]
an approach for modeling multi level feature trees. In con-
trast to our approach, Reiser et. al. organize feature mod-
els hierarchically and do not consider different development
artifacts. In [10] an approach is presented which allows to
combine different modelling methods for variability by the
use of web services. In contrast to our approach they do not
consider hardware parts, a deployment constraint or an ab-
stract configuration view, which is necessary for modelling
mechatronic systems. To simplify the process of configura-
tion Czarnecki et. al [8] introduced an approach where the
configuration is tiled into different steps based on different
levels of abstraction. A previously selected configuration di-
rectly affects further variation points and limits the available
options. This concept should allow the configuration through
various stakeholders where an expert starts with the config-
uration and finally the customer gets a restricted view with
a highly limited choice. Our approach in contrast provides
a direct configurable view for customers through the use of
abstract feature models. A preselection of features could be
realized by the use of OEM. Furthermore our approach en-
ables the configuration of multiple product lines without any
expertise about underlying models.
Benavides et. al. also describe a progressively approach for
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the configuration of product lines in [19]. Therefore they use
a formal model and map it to a constraint satisfaction prob-
lem which than can automatically be resolved by a constraint
resolver. While this is an interesting way to handle the com-
plexity of a product line, it is not a satisfying concept for
multi product lines.

6. Conclusion and further work
Within this paper we proposed a multi product line approach
for mechatronic systems which allows to model the variabil-
ity of hardware as well as of software in conjunction with
necessary software platforms used for deployment. Single
system parts are tailored into different feature models to be
able to describe software and hardware features differen-
tiated from each other. To model the associations and de-
pendencies between different system parts we extended the
concept of dependencies within one feature model to facili-
tate the employment to features of different feature models.
With the redefined characteristics it is possible to configure
a mechatronic system based on feature models, containing
features associated with development artefacts for the hard-
ware in the same way like software artefacts such as compo-
nents of the Mechatronic UML.
To simplify the process of configuration an abstract model
was introduced which allows the aggregation of multiple
features of different feature models and so to hide the com-
plexity resulting from additional associations and the va-
riety of features. Through the use of this concept a com-
plex multi product line may be configured by a customer
without knowledge of development artefacts associated with
features. The proposed concept was prototypically imple-
mented in FoCuS, a java based tool providing a web inter-
face for configuration.
Further work will include the extension of the proposed
concept towards a language to describe complex dependen-
cies. Furthermore we plan the integration of the Mechatronic
UML to be able to describe the reconfiguration of mecha-
tronic systems. Therefore we are going to investigate which
parts of the model need to be integrated in features and how
these parts need to be considered during configuration.
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Abstract
Resource optimization is an increasingly important require-
ment in the design and implementation of software systems.
It is applied to improve both environmental sustainability
and usability of resource-constrained devices. This paper
claims that to achieve more modular resource-aware appli-
cations, the resource utilization of components must explic-
itly be modeled. Due to shortcomings of existing modeling
languages, we propose a notation for the resource consump-
tion of components and we illustrate the suitability of this
notation by means of two real-world examples. We observe
that explicitly modeling resource consumption has as result
that resource consumption information is scattered across
and tangled with the functional services of components.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.2.2 [Software En-
gineering]: Design Tools and Techniques—Modules and in-
terfaces

General Terms Design, Performance

Keywords resource-utilization model, resource-consump-
tion optimization, software composition, aspect-oriented
programming

1. Introduction
The rise of resource-constrained devices like cell phones, but
also the increasing awareness of the need for environmental
sustainability, makes optimization of resource consumption
an evermore important requirement [4]. Software systems
are composed of various different kinds of components or-
ganized in different layers. Typical examples are hardware-
related software components, middleware components and
application components. It has been demonstrated repeat-
edly that optimization techniques, implemented in software,
can lead to substantial reduction of resource usage [3, 7],
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within both the computer system and the system being con-
trolled. Optimization can take place for components residing
at each layer [3, 8, 10] and it can be performed across layers.

Resource optimization can be carried out statically be-
fore the actual execution of software; this is usually achieved
by modeling the resource consumption at the architectural
level and performing analyses on the models. However, due
to the complexity of today’s software and its execution en-
vironment, inevitably optimization must also be carried out
during the actual execution of the software. This leads to
self-adaptive software that adjusts its behavior based on the
changes in resource availability [2].

Our research focuses on industrial embedded software
and we are interested in addressing resource-optimization
during runtime. As the first step in designing resource-aware
self-adaptive applications, we claim that the resource utiliza-
tion of components must explicitly be modeled to support
the following tasks:
• Components utilizing a resource of interest must be iden-

tified. As a consequence, they must be target to resource
optimization at runtime.

• Relations between the functional services of components
and their resource consumption must be specified. This
pinpoints the services that must be target to resource
optimization at runtime.

• Components that are jointly utilizing a resource and their
interaction among each other must be specified.
The resource utilization of a component also affects other

components that directly or indirectly use the same resource,
e.g., through the component’s services. Thus, to enable mod-
ular resource optimization, the resource utilization of a com-
ponent and the effect of a component’s service on resource
consumption must be explicit in the component interface.

Existing modeling languages such as UML do not offer
generic support for modeling the resource utilization of com-
ponents. However, dedicated UML Profiles [5] describe spe-
cific sets of common software and hardware resources.

Research on explicitly modeling resource utilization ex-
ists [1, 9], but these approaches do not take software mod-
ularity into consideration. Also, some middleware is aware
of quality of service (QoS) [6] and resource consumption
can also be considered a QoS. However, the optimization of
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Figure 1. Notation for Resource-Aware Components

QoS in middleware assumes that all optimizations are han-
dled through a single middleware layer.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:
• We propose a notation for resource-aware applications.
• We illustrate the suitability of this notation for a modular

design of resource-aware applications and resource opti-
mization by means of two real-world case studies.

• We outline generic realization guidelines for resource-
aware applications.

2. A Notation for Modeling Resource-Aware
Applications

Traditionally, a component is considered as a unit of devel-
opment and deployment, with explicit interfaces specifying
the services that it provides to and the services that it re-
quires from its environment [11, chapter 5]. We extend com-
ponents with explicit interfaces specifying the resources that
it provides to and requires from its environment. Besides its
implementation, each component encapsulates a so-called
resource-utilization model which expresses the relation be-
tween the component services and resources.

Figure 1 represents our notation of components. In the
following, we explain each part in more detail (starting at
the top-left and continuing clock-wise):
provided resources This is a separate description for all

resources a component provides, including which type of
resources, and—as appropriate—static constraints on the
availability of these resources.

provided services The functional behavior of a component
is specified as separately described services. The key
issue here is that typically, each service will consume
resources, and the component specification describes
which resources these are, with—as appropriate—static
constraints on the consumption of these resources. The
resource consumption of an individual service invocation
may be influenced by its parameter values.

required services Similarly, a component may require cer-
tain services from other components, to fulfill its duties.
The required services may also specify constraints with
respect to resource usage that provided services must ad-
here to (such as a maximum amount of consumed power).

required resources A component may specify that it re-
quires a certain amount of resources; for example, be-
cause the component encapsulates (hardware) behavior
that requires certain resources, or because the compo-
nent will provide these resources—often with some re-
strictions or policy—to other components.

resource-utilization model (RUM) Finally, resource-aware
components may declare their resource behavior, i.e., the
dynamic relation between resources and services. For ex-
ample, they may specify that using a certain service of
a component increases the availability of a provided re-
source or puts a component in a state where it consumes
more of a required resource. The RUM specifies the im-
pact on resources in detail, e.g.: the degree to which the
availability or consumption of the resource changes, the
end-condition for staying at this level, the availability of
resources and services in different situations, and so on.
Choosing a suitable notation for representing resource-

utilization models is a challenge. As shown in section 3, we
consider state machines a suitable notation, because (a) they
are declarative, (b) they can model the internal behavior of a
component and its relation with the services that the compo-
nent provides to and requires from its environment, and (c)
they can conveniently be extended with resource-utilization
annotations on states as well as state transitions. Such infor-
mation can be used by resource optimizers to make more ad-
equate decisions, based on how various components provide
and consume resources.

With respect to optimizing the resource consumption of a
system, components can have one or more of the respon-
sibilities: providing, consuming, or controlling resources.
Pure providers are, for example, drivers that encapsulate
hardware resources such as power, memory, or bandwidth.
Pure consumers are, for example, application components
that consume one or more resources. Controller components
can be optimizers that require resources from the resource
providers and provide them to consumers after applying cer-
tain resource-optimization algorithms. We claim that the no-
tation represented in figure 1 can express these three kinds of
components. For example, a resource provider does not have
any resource consumption interface, an application compo-
nent does not have any resource provision interface, and a
controller component has both kinds of interfaces.

3. Case Studies
In this section we use the notation presented in section 2 for
modeling two real-world resource-aware applications.

3.1 The Hiker’s Buddy Application
The Hiker’s Buddy application [3] receives information sent
by a Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver and plots
the hiker’s current location on a topographical map that is
retrieved by searching a database of map segments. This
application is necessarily mobile and battery-powered.
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Figure 2. A component diagram for Hiker’s Buddy

Architecture The main components of Hiker’s Buddy are
depicted in figure 2. The application Hiker’s Buddy uses an
LCD to show maps to the user. These maps are loaded from a
Database. In order to know the current position of the user, a
GPS is used. The GPS component encapsulates both acquir-
ing satellite information and providing this information to
the system—which is done over a serial line. The Optimizer
can be used to optimize the GPS utilization, which will be
explained in the next paragraphs. The Power Supply delivers
battery power to the different components.

Resource optimization Polling the GPS for location infor-
mation is a costly power state. Its total energy expenditure
depends on both power consumption of the state and the
time spent in this state. These are influenced by the polling
frequency of GPS data: The faster polling occurs, the faster
Hiker’s Buddy can discover the availability of a good GPS
fix, thus reducing the time spent in a costly power state; but
polling less frequently allows the processor to spend more
time in idle mode, thus lowering the overall power cost of
this loop. If that does not significantly affect the total time
for the loop, energy use is reduced. An adaptive polling fre-
quency is usually a better policy for energy use than any

fixed polling interval, e.g., by increasing the polling fre-
quency when a GPS fix is getting close.

Resource-utilization models A high-level model of the
power states for Hiker’s Buddy—which is adopted from El-
lis [3]—is shown inside the Hiker’s Buddy component in
figure 2. The states are divided in two parts by the vertical
dashed line: (a) The states to the left of the line capture the
device requirements remaining when another application is
in the foreground; (b) the states to the right of the line rep-
resent Hiker’s Buddy as the foreground application. Every
state is annotated with the approximate power consumed by
the device while it is in this state. The state GPS SL is ac-
tively reading data from the GPS while Hiker’s Buddy is in
the foreground; it is the most power consuming state. The
main eventloop polls the GPS for the current location by
switching to the GPS SL state at regular intervals.

The GPS component does not only offer the current loca-
tion, but also information about the acquired satellites. Using
this information, Optimizer can estimate how close a GPS fix
is and—together with the information provided by the RUM
of Hiker’s Buddy—optimize the polling interval.

The power utilization shown in this example was acquired
by Ellis, measuring the power consumption of the device as
a whole. Thus, we can only present a RUM for the Hiker’s
Buddy component. While this is sufficient to perform the
desired optimization, it hinders separate maintainability of
the different components. If, for example, we want to replace
the Database or GPS component, we cannot see how this
would influence the resource-utilization model. In order to
do so, the whole RUM must be updated. Therefore, we claim
that every component should have its own RUM.

3.2 Smart Phone Network Traffic Reduction
Mobile devices consume power while transmitting data over
the 3G radio network. In this section, we use our notation to
model the solution proposed by Qian et al. [7] for optimizing
the power usage of these devices.

Architecture The high-level architecture of the smart phone
device shown in figure 3 contains four components. The
component Application represents mobile applications that
require services from the 3G network. In our example, we
focus on one application only, i.e., a media-player applica-
tion, but in practice multiple applications could be executing
simultaneously. The media-player mobile application pro-
vides three services: play, pause, and stop. The component
requires the services connect, disconnect, download, and the
resource connection. The component Optimizer improves
the usage of connections by the applications, which conse-
quently leads to the optimization of radio power usage.

The component Network Manager—offered by the 3G
network—provides the actual data transfer over the network,
for which it requires the resource radio power provided by
the component Power Supply.
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Figure 3. A component diagram for smart phone network
performance

Resource optimization In cellular networks, the connec-
tion of phones to the 3G network consumes radio power.
To efficiently utilize this limited power, the component Net-
work Manager introduces a so-called inactivity timer for
each phone and degrades or releases connections if a phone
is inactive for the specified amount of time. Although this
reduces the radio-power consumption and bandwidth usage,
during the inactivity time, radio power is still being con-
sumed to some extent. Therefore, power consumption is fur-
ther improved by introducing the component Optimizer as
mediator between Application and Network Manager. It ex-
plicitly commands Network Manager to release connections
when they are no longer needed by Application.

Resource-utilization models The internal resource con-
sumption of the component Application is depicted in fig-
ure 3 as a state machine. Here, the state playing is the start
state. To buffer media content, in this state the resource con-
nection is consumed by invoking the service connect fol-
lowed by download. When the first m seconds of media
content are buffered, the connection is released by invoking

the service disconnect. The connection is again established
after n seconds of the buffered content are played.

The invocation of the service stop causes a transition to
the state stopped that does not need the resource connection
anymore. Therefore, it invokes the service disconnect. The
invocation of the service pause causes a transition to the state
paused if the state chart is in the state playing. In the state
paused the resource connection is required until m seconds
of media content are buffered.

The component Optimizer uses the algorithm proposed
by Qian et al. to manage the connections for the applica-
tions. In short, when an application invokes the service dis-
connect, it also identifies the next time when it requires a
connection. If all of the applications require the connection
no sooner than x seconds (x is defined by the RUM of Net-
work Manager), Optimizer invokes the service disconnect on
the component Network Manager; otherwise, it keeps con-
suming resources. In this way, it keeps a balance between
download latency and resource consumption.

The component Network Manager keeps a state machine
for each phone to manage its bandwidth consumption. The
available bandwidth and the power consumption are differ-
ent per state. Here, the state IDLE is the default state, indi-
cating that the phone has not established a connection, thus
no bandwidth is allocated and no radio power is consumed.
The state CELL DCH indicates that the phone is allocated
dedicated transport channels in both downlink and uplink.
The state CELL FACH indicates that a connection is estab-
lished but there is no dedicated transport channel allocated
to a phone. Instead, the phone can only transmit user data
through shared low-speed channels. Consequently, this state
consumes less radio power than the state CELL DCH.

To manage the connectivity and, thus, the resource con-
sumption, Network Manager defines inactivity times and
switches between states. For example, as shown in figure 3,
after x seconds of idle time a state transition occurs from
CELL FACH to CELL DCH, and after y seconds of idle time
a transition occurs to IDLE.

4. Modularity Requirements for
Resource-Aware Software

Our goal is to facilitate the structured development and
maintenance of software for resource-aware systems. A key
technique for achieving this is to separate concerns and im-
plement them in separate modules. Our proposed notation
has been designed to support this. We can observe several
modeling requirements when designing resource-aware sys-
tems according to this approach; namely the need to:
1. Perform optimizations in various locations within the sys-

tem: Depending on the particular system and optimiza-
tion techniques, optimizations may involve and affect
multiple software modules. There is no single optimiza-
tion technique that is generally applicable; for example,
in the Hiker’s Buddy, there is a more centralized con-
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trol, whereas in the Smart Phone case, the optimization
involves network-layer support, a centralized controller,
and application-level involvement.

2. Separate optimization and functionality: To manage
complexity and evolution, optimization and functionality
should be separated, even though these are—to varying
degrees—inter-dependent. This is also exemplified by
both case studies, where optimization takes place outside
the various modules in the system—but it does require
communication with those modules.

3. Separate functional and resource-usage interfaces: We
must provide explicit interfaces for both functionality
and resource usage—both required and provided re-
sources. This is not very strongly emphasized by the case
studies, but derived from the need to manage and repre-
sent resources explicitly (so they can be optimized), as
well as the need for independent (functional) modules.

4. Know the behavior and/or plans of other modules w.r.t.
resource usage: Advanced optimizations do not only rely
on measuring the state of the system (such as resource us-
age), but need information about the ongoing and planned
activities from the involved modules. For example, in the
Smart Phone case, the optimizing controller must know
when the applications expect to reconnect.

The above list emphasizes the engineering requirements for
separation of concerns during modeling. Separate concerns
can then be implemented in independent modules (we delib-
erately disregard technology specifics here). However, these
modules can in some cases be tightly related, and always
need to be composed into a single integrated system. We can
now state the following requirements upon the techniques
for the composition of modules in a resource-aware system.
We must be able to:
1. express modular optimization components that cross-cut

the system, such as:
• the ability to observe the resource usage and availabil-

ity of other modules, so that optimization techniques
can take the correct decisions, or

• the ability to affect or control certain behavior or state
of other modules for optimization purposes.

2. extend the functional interfaces with relevant resource
usage information; e.g. how much resources a certain
service consumes when invoked.

3. compose the RUM with the functional implementation;
these two are tightly intertwined, but need to be imple-
mented modularly.

4. provide information about the resource usage behavior
(such as the RUM) of modules to other modules, for
optimization purposes.

5. Conclusions and Future Work
To achieve resource-aware applications, we need to explic-
itly model: the components utilizing a resource of interest,
the relation between functional services and resource uti-

lization of components, and the interaction among compo-
nents jointly utilizing a resource. Due to the lack of a suit-
able notation, this paper proposes one and shows its use-
fulness by means of two real-world examples. Further, to
achieve modularity in resource-aware applications, we must
be able to modularize: the optimization components, the
resource-utilization model of components, and the function-
ality of components. Also, we should be able to compose
application-specific and optimization components by aug-
menting the component interfaces with necessary resource-
utilization information.

As future work, we will investigate the implementation
of resource-aware, self-adaptive applications and evaluate
the suitability of current languages—such as aspect-oriented
languages—for achieving modularity in these implementa-
tions. As another future direction, we will investigate a stan-
dard notation for representing resource-utilization models
such that various kinds of discrete and possibly also con-
tinuous models can be expressed.
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Abstract

Inheritance and composition are two different techniques
that allow a modeller to extend the properties of a class. In
this paper we highlight the differences of these two closely-
related concepts when used in aspect-oriented designs. In
particular, we explain that when an aspect wants to extend
a base class of a source model, the designer should choose
to use composition if she intends the extension to replace

the base class. If she intends to define an alternative to the
base class with extended functionality, inheritance should be
used. We demonstrate the power of the combined use of both
techniques by showing an aspect-oriented design of parts of
a workflow middleware product line.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.2.10 [Software

Engineering]: Design; I.6.5 [Simulation and Modeling]:
Model Development

Keywords aspect-orientation, inheritance, composition

1. Introduction and Motivation

Inheritance, or generalization-specialization as defined by
the UML [6], is a well-known concept of object-orientation
(OO) that makes it possible to share structural and be-
havioural properties among objects. Concretely, common
structure and behaviour is defined in what is called a super-

class. Any subclasses that inherit from it also have the same
structural properties. The behavioural properties can also
be shared by subclasses, if the subclasses are behavioural
subtypes of the superclass [4]. Inheritance as defined by
OO does, however, not guarantee that. The discussion in
this paper therefore focusses mainly on the shared structural
properties.

Aspect-orientation (AO) is a new modularization paradigm
that focusses on identification, separation and composition
of crosscutting structural and behavioural concerns. AO
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techniques also make it possible to define within a module,
usually called an aspect, structural and behavioural proper-
ties shared among objects: when the aspect is woven with
the rest of the application, the structure and behaviour de-
fined in the aspect appears in all the places where the as-
pect is applied. Structural weaving is usually performed
by composing/merging classes (or partial classes). For in-
stance, in the aspect-oriented programming language As-
pectJ [2], inter type declarations can be used to define fields
and methods in an aspect that are then merged into a base
class when the aspect is applied. At the modelling level,
France et al.’s class composition technique [7] or UML’s
package merge [5] make it possible to take two classes de-
fined in separate source models and combine them into one
class in the target model, retaining the fields and methods
from both source classes. From now on, we refer to the AO
way of extending structural properties as composition.

At first glance it might seem that having two ways of
sharing structural properties, inheritance and composition,
is redundant. On the other hand, inheritance and composi-
tion are two different mechanisms that make it possible to
extend structural elements with additional properties. To the
best of our knowledge, the subtle differences between the
two techniques have not been discussed in the AO literature.
The contributors of UML that defined UML package merge
are also vague when talking about the merge operation and
how it compares to generalization:

UML infrastructure, v. 2.4.1, page 163 [5]: “It (i.e. the
Merge operation) is very similar to Generalization in the
sense that the source element conceptually adds the char-
acteristics of the target element to its own characteristics
resulting in an element that combines the characteristics of
both. ... Most often it is used to provide different definitions
of a given concept for different purposes, starting from a
common base definition. A given base concept is extended
in increments, with each increment defined in a separate
merged package.”

In the past years we have worked on several AO case stud-
ies in which we created structural models of significant size
that used both inheritance and composition. Some case stud-
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ies involved more than 30 aspects. In this paper we describe
the semantic differences between the two techniques, and
why we need both mechanisms for structural modelling. In
particular, we will give guidelines that allow a designer of an
aspect to decide whether to use inheritance or composition.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Sec-
tion 2 presents the semantic difference between structural
inheritance and structural composition, and the design con-
sequences that result from choosing one over the other. Sec-
tion 3 illustrates the power of combining the two mecha-
nisms by showing parts of the structural design of a prod-
uct line of workflow execution engines, and the last section
draws some conclusions.

2. Inheritance and Composition

In this paper we are going to illustrate our ideas using the
Reusable Aspect Models (RAM) approach [3]. RAM al-
lows a modeller to describe the structure and behaviour of
a design concern using class diagrams, state diagrams and
sequence diagrams. Since this paper focusses on structural
modelling, all example models presented in the paper just
show the structural view of RAM models.

2.1 Composition in RAM

In RAM, when an aspect B needs properties defined by
some other aspect A, then B can compose with A (or in AO
terms, A can be woven into B). This creates a dependency
between the two aspects: B depends on A. In a sense, A
is a “low-level” aspect, since it provides general structure
and behaviour, useful on its own and also in the context
of B. B is a “higher-level” aspect, since it provides more
specific structure and behaviour based on A. Of course, the
functionality of B can itself be used within another aspect C
to provide even more specialized functionality.

RAM supports the creation of such aspect hierarchies.
Every aspect has a well-defined aspect interface that com-
prises the public model elements, i.e., the structural and be-
havioural properties that the aspect exposes to the rest of the
model, as well as the mandatory instantiation parameters.
The mandatory instantiation parameters designate the model
elements that are only partially defined, i.e., the elements
that need to be composed with other model elements when
an aspect is applied.

The class diagrams in the structural views of RAM as-
pects are composed based on France et al.’s composition
technique [7]. The composition directives, or instantiations

as they are called in RAM, tell the weaver which model el-
ements (i.e., classes, associations, methods and parameters)
are to be composed. In RAM, the instantiation directives are
located in the higher level aspect. In our example, A speci-
fies which model elements of B are to be merged with which
elements of A. Using the directives, the weaver generates an
independent aspect model of A that contains all model ele-
ments of B. In addition to performing the composition ac-

+ o2()
ClassB  

ClassSuperB

+ o2()
ClassB

Instantiations:
A: ClassA → ClassB

aspect BCompose depends on A aspect BInheritance depends on A

Instantiations:
A: ClassA → ClassSuperB

+ o1()
ClassA

aspect A

Figure 1. Composition vs. Inheritance

cording to the instantiation directives, the RAM weaver also
applies automated information hiding: all public elements
of B are switched to intra-aspect visibility, unless A explic-
itly re-exposes them in its interface. As a result, none of the
model elements of B are visible to the outside anymore, un-
less otherwise specified.

2.2 Deciding between Composition or Inheritance

Often, a RAM designer wants to extend the properties of a
class defined in a low level aspect within the design of a
higher level aspect. There are two design options that can
achieve this: using composition with inheritance, or using
composition only. Although at first glance both techniques
achieve the same result, this design choice has considerable
consequences later on, i.e., for aspects that are higher up in
the hierarchy.

Fig. 1 illustrates the two choices by showing two ways
of designing an aspect B that depends on a lower-level as-
pect A. The higher level aspects, BCompose (on the left) and
BInheritance (on the right), both define a class ClassB that
extend the properties of ClassA in aspect A. In BCompose,
the instantiation directives directly merge ClassA defined in
A with ClassB. Aspect BInheritance on the other hand de-
fines a super class ClassSuperB, and merges that class with
ClassA. ClassB in BInheritance is modelled as a subclass
of ClassSuperB. In both cases, the resulting class ClassB
has the properties of ClassA, i.e., operation o1(), and is ex-
tended with an additional operation o2().

There is, however, a significant difference between the
two designs. In BCompose, the entity ClassA does no longer
exist. Its properties were absorbed into ClassB. By using
composition only, the designer decides that in the context of
B, only ClassB, i.e., a specific extension of ClassA, is of
value. Users of BCompose should not be able to create in-
stances of an entity that only has the properties defined by
ClassA. Actually, once the weaver has generated an inde-
pendent aspect model for BCompose, the fact that some of
the properties of ClassB were once modularized within a
separate entity is not visible anymore. In essence, the de-
signer of BCompose declares ClassB to be a (more specific)
replacement of ClassA. If one thinks in terms of extension,
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this means that all instances of ClassA are extended to have
the additional properties specified in ClassB.

The situation is different in BInheritance. As specified in
the instantiation directives, the entity ClassA provided by A

still exists in the context of B and is called ClassSuperB.
Additionally, the entity ClassB is defined. ClassB is more
specific, because it inherits the properties of ClassSuperB
(and therefore ClassA) and defines additional properties. By
specifying two classes that are related through inheritance
the designer decides that in the context of B two kinds of ob-
jects are useful: instances of the general ClassSuperB and
instances of ClassB. In essence, ClassB provides an alter-

native functionality to ClassSuperB. If one thinks in terms
of extension, both ClassA (now named ClassSuperB) and
its extension ClassB are available. Whenever an instance of
an entity needs to be created, a user of BInheritance has the
choice to either instantiate ClassSuperB or ClassB.

To summarize: to make the right design decision when
extending a lower-level entity, the designer needs to deter-
mine if the newly designed entity provides an alternative to
the lower-level one, or if it is a replacement of it. In the for-
mer case, the lower-level entity should be exposed as a super
class and inheritance should be used to extend the new en-
tity from it. In the latter case, only the new entity should be
part of the new aspect, and composition should be used to
add the properties of the low-level entity to it. As a result, all
instances of the lower-level entity now have the additional
properties of the entity in the higher-level aspect.

2.3 Consequences for Higher Levels

The immediate consequence for a higher level aspect is
obviously that in the case of BCompose only the extended
entity is available, whereas BInheritance offers the general
entity and the extended entity.

Let us assume that only BCompose has been designed,
and that a higher-level aspect C needs the functionality of-
fered by ClassB. If C also needs the more general function-
ality provided by ClassA, it can simply depend on A and as
a result declare instances of ClassA. However, in C ClassA

and ClassB are not related in any way. The “ClassA’ness” of
ClassB was lost as a result of the replacement design choice
made by the designer of BCompose.

This situation is illustrated in aspect C1 on the left
side of Fig. 2: ClassB from aspect BCompose is merged
with ClassC1, and ClassA from aspect A is merged with
ClassC2. Although after the weaving the classes ClassC1
and ClassC2 both have the variable var1 and the opera-
tions o1() and o3(), they can not be treated in a uniform
way. It is not possible, for instance, to use one reference
type to refer to both ClassC1 and ClassC2 instances, or to
use polymorphism.

The situation is different for aspect C2 on the right side
of Fig. 2 that depends on aspect BInheritance. In aspect C2,
ClassC and ClassB both have the properties var1 and o1()

+ o2()
var1

ClassB var1 
ClassSuperB

+ o2()
ClassB

Instantiations:
A: ClassA → ClassB

aspect BCompose depends on A aspect BInheritance depends on A

Instantiations:
A: ClassA → ClassSuperB

+ o1()
ClassA

aspect A

+ o3()
var1
ClassC2

Instantiations:
B:
A:

ClassB → ClassC1
ClassA → ClassC2

aspect C1 depends on BCompose, A

+ o3()
ClassC

aspect C2 depends on BInheritance

Instantiations:
B: ClassSuperB → ClassC

+ o3()
 
ClassC1

Figure 2. Design Choice Consequences
and o3(), and can both be referenced by a ClassC reference,
since ClassB is a subclass of ClassC.

3. Real-World Example: Workflows

A workflow is a depiction of a set of operations that need
to be completed in a certain order to fulfill a certain goal
or task. For example, workflows have been used in software
development to describe how a system under development
is supposed to interact with its environment. A well-known
example modelling formalism that can be used to describe
workflows in general is UML Activity Diagrams [6]. An-
other example is the User Requirements Notation (URN) [1],
a visual language standardized by the International Telecom-
munications Union intended for modelling interaction sce-
narios between a system under development and its en-
vironment. In order to be able to execute workflows de-
fined in URN, we have worked on the definition of a URN
workflow execution environment. We have elaborated an
aspect-oriented design model of a workflow middleware
that provides the user with the functionality to define URN
workflows, to instantiate them and finally execute them. In
this section we show the structural views of some inter-
esting aspect models of this workflow middleware, namely
the aspects WorkFlow, ParallelExecution, OutPath, Con-

ditionalExecution, InPath, Synchronization and Stub, and
point out for each aspect why they were designed using in-
heritance and composition or composition only.

The top left aspect in Figure 3 shows the WorkFlow as-
pect which defines the minimal model elements found in a
work flow. It states that a work flow is composed of nodes,
which can be sequence or control flow nodes, one of which
is the end node. SequenceNode and ControlFlowNode

are alternatives of WorkFlowNode, clearly shown by the
inheritance relationship, and similarly EndNode is an al-

ternative of ControlFlowNode. Both SequenceNode and
ControlFlowNode do not substitute the need of WorkFlow-
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Node. The WorkFlowNode has two abstract methods, depo-
sitToken() and addNextNode(WorkFlowNode n), which
are implemented differently by the two subclasses. This al-
lows other parts of the system to treat workflow nodes in a
uniform way. For example, a potential work flow execution
engine can deposit a token into any kind of node whether it
is a SequenceNode or a ControlFlowNode.

Some nodes in a workflow are not just connected to one
following node. Figure 3 shows a high-level aspect called
OutPath that depends on the WorkFlow aspect. It defines the
structure needed for control flow nodes with more than one
named outgoing path in the class |CFNWithOutPath. Here,
|CFNWithOutPath is an alternative of ControlFlowNode
because the designer does not want all control flow nodes to
have outpaths. Similarly, the designer decides that OutPath-
Node is an extenstion of SequenceNode and hence does
not replace it, but offers OutPathNode as an alternative to
SequenceNode. Since CFNWithOutPath is not a complete
workflow node, the designer specifies that this alternative
must be completed in a higher level aspect, indicated by the
additional “|” [3]. Finally, the instantiation directives ensure
that ControlFlowNode and SequenceNode are composed
with ControlFlowNode and SequenceNode in the Work-

Flow aspect.
The ParallelExecution aspect shown in Figure 3 defines a

contol flow node that allows a workflow to continue execu-
tion of several following nodes in parallel. It is an example
that shows how the designer can make use of the OutPath as-
pect to define a concrete control flow node that has outpaths.
To define a parallel execution control flow node, the designer
declares a ParallelExecutionNode and composes it with
the partial |CFNWithOutPath class of OutPath. As a result,
ParallelExecutionNode replaces |CFNWithOutPath.
The fact that ParallelExecutionNode is an alternative
ControlFlowNode is already defined in OutPath.

The ConditionalExecution aspect shows how the designer
can make use of the OutPath aspect again to define an-
other alternative control flow node that represents condi-
tional execution. The instantiation directives specify that
|CFNWithOutPath is composed with ConditionalExecu-
tionNode and OutPathNode is composed with OutPath-

NodeWithCondition. ConditionalExecutionNode is
not an alternative to |CFNWithOutPath, but rather it is a
replacement. On the other hand, OutPathWithCondition
is an alternative of OutPathNode. As a result it is now pos-
sible for out path nodes that follow a conditional node to be
associated with a Condition object.

Figure 3 shows the aspect InPath, that, similarly to the
OutPath aspect, extends control flow nodes to be able to
have more than one incoming path. Its structural design is
similar to OutPath. Again, |CFNWithInPath is designed
as an alternative of ControlFlowNode, and made partial
to force higher level aspects to complete it further. What
is new here is that InPath needs to extend the function-

ality of all work flow nodes in order to allow them to
be connected to control nodes with inpaths. This is done
by defining the class InPathConnectibleWorkFlowNode

with the method addNextNode, and by composing it with
the WorkFlowNode class of the lower level WorkFlow as-
pect. InPathConnectibleWorkFlowNode therefore re-

places WorkFlowNode in the aspect WorkFlow, because all
work flow nodes, once control flows with inpaths are used,
need to be connectible to inpaths.

The Synchronization aspect uses InPath to define con-
trol flow nodes that synchronize execution by composing
|CFNWithInPath with SynchronizationNode.

A stub is a URN workflow element that allows workflows
to be nested. A stub has several in and out ports, which are
bound to start and end nodes in another workflow. When the
flow of control enters the stub in the outer workflow, the flow
of control continues in the inner workflow according to the
binding.

The aspect Stub, also shown in Figure 3, depends on two
lower level aspects, InPath and OutPath. Both |CFNWithIn-
Path and |CFNWithOutPath are composed with the class
StubNode. The StubNode replaces both CFNWithInPath

and CFNWithOutPath and composes them together into one
class. Notice that by composing these two subclasses of
ControlFlowNode, StubNode also inherits from Control-

FlowNode. As a result, aspects in a higher level that use
StubNode will have access to the properties of control flow
node, and properties provided by |CFNWithInPath and
|CFNWithOutPath.

In some way the aspect-oriented design presented in this
section represents a product line of workflow middlewares,
because the user can simply ask the weaver to generate
a specific workflow middleware by selecting the desired
workflow aspects (i.e. the desired features).

In the bottom left half of Figure 3 (A), the final woven
design model that the weaver generates when all aspects
are selected is shown. Because we used alternatives in the
aspects that designed the individual control flow nodes, a
particular work flow can instantiate the subset of the nodes
it needs. For example, one work flow can be composed of
SequenceNode, EndNode, ConditionalExecutionNode
and OutPathNode only, whereas another work flow can use
a different subset, e.g. SequenceNode, EndNode, Synchro-
nizationNode and InPathNode. However, if all work-
flows that the design needs to support do not use one of
the nodes defined in an aspect, a new design model can be
generated by selecting the desired subset of aspects. Fig-
ure 3 (B) illustrates a design in which only Workflow and
ConditionalExecution (and indirectly also OutPath) were
applied.

4. Conclusion

Inheritance and composition are two different techniques
that allow a modeller to extend the properties of a class.
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aspect WorkFlow

+ depositToken()
+ addNextNode
  (WorkFlowNode n)

SequenceNode
+ depositToken()
+ addNextNode(WorkFlowNode n)
+ Set<WorkflowNode> chooseNextNodes()

ControlFlowNode

EndNode

WorkFlow0..*+ depositToken()
+ addNextNode(WorkFlowNode n)

WorkFlowNode

  String pathName
OutPathNode

+ WorkFlowNode
   findNextNode(String outPathname)

|CFNWithOutPath

aspect OutPath depends on WorkFlow

ControlFlowNodeSequenceNode
|CFNWithOutPath

Instantiations:
Workflow: SequenceNode → SequenceNode;

ControlFlowNode → ControlFlowNode;

aspect ParallelExecution depends on OutPath

+ Set<WorkflowNode> chooseNextNodes()
ParallelExecutionNode

Instantiations:
OutPath: |CFNWithOutPath → ParallelExecutionNode;

aspect ConditionalExecution depends on OutPath

+ Set<WorkflowNode>
   chooseNextNodes()

ConditionalExecutionNode

Instantiations:
OutPath: |CFNWithOutPath → ConditionalExecutionNode

OutPathNode → OutPathNode

Condition
+ setCondition(Condition c)

OutPathNodeWith
Condition

myConditon
0..1

OutPathNode

aspect Synchronization depends on InPath

+ Set<WorkflowNode> chooseNextNodes()
SynchronizationNode

Instantiations:
InPath: |CFNWithInPath → SynchronizationNode

aspect Stub depends on InPath, OutPath

+ Set<WorkflowNode> chooseNextNodes()
StubNode

Instantiations:
InPath:
OutPath:

|CFNWithInPath → StubNode
|CFNWithOutPath → StubNode

String pathName
InPathNode

+ InPathNode
   findInPathNode(String inPathName)

|CFNWithInPath

aspect InPath depends on WorkFlow

ControlFlowNode

SequenceNode

|CFNWithInPath

Instantiations:
Workflow: WorkFlowNode → 

InPathConnectibleWorkFlowNode
SequenceNode → SequenceNode;
ControlFlowNode → ControlFlowNode;

+ addNextNode
  (|CFNWithInPath n,
   String inPathName)

InPathConnectible
WorkFlowNode

WorkFlowNode

SequenceNode ControlFlowNode

EndNode

WorkFlow0..*

Stub Parallel
Execution

Node

Conditional
Execution

Node

Synchronization
Node

InPath
Node

OutPath
Node

ConditionmyCondition
0..1

WorkFlowNode

SequenceNode

EndNode

WorkFlow0..*

Conditional
Execution

Node

OutPath
Node

ControlFlowNode

OutPathNode
WithCondition ConditionmyCondition

0..1
OutPathNode
WithCondition

B
A

Figure 3. The Workflow Aspects and Two Generated Workflow Middleware Design Models

To the best of our knowledge, the aspect-oriented modelling
community has so far not established well-defined guide-
lines on when to use inheritance, which is an object-oriented
concept, and when to use composition, which is an aspect-
oriented concept.

In this paper we highlighted the differences of these two
closely-related concepts when used in aspect-oriented de-
signs. In particular, we explained that when an aspect wants
to extend a base class of a source model, the designer should
choose to use composition if she intends the extension to re-

place the base class. As a result, all instances of the class are

always created with the extension. If she intends to define an
alternative to the base class with extended functionality, in-
heritance should be used. That way, the designer that applies
the aspect can choose which class to instantiate, i.e., the base
class or the extended one, depending on the context.

We have demonstrated the power of the combined use
of both techniques by showing an aspect-oriented design of
parts of a workflow middleware product line. A base work-
flow aspect that only allows to define sequential workflows
was optionally extended with aspects that provide more elab-
orate control flow structures, i.e., conditional execution, par-
allel execution, synchronization, and nested workflows. To
generate a design model supporting a specific set of work-
flow features, the weaver simply composes the aspect mod-
els defining the desired workflow elements.
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Abstract
We propose a per-type instantiation mechanism for generic
aspects. Though AspectJ supports generic aspects, which de-
clare type parameters, we cannot declare aspects that are
parametrized over both field types and return types of ap-
plied join points without manually concretizing the type pa-
rameters. Our mechanism creates automatically an instance
of a generic aspect for each type of the applied join points.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.3.3 [Programming
Languages]: Language Constructs and Features

General Terms Design, Languages

Keywords Aspect-oriented programming, generic aspects,
aspect instantiation

1. Introduction
This paper considers variability of aspects with respect to
types. In other words, by making aspects more type-generic,
we expect to support aspects compositional with a wider
variety of base programs.

We enable aspects that are parametrized over types of ad-
vice and fields in aspects. An example is the Flyweight [4]
(a variant of caching) aspect in Figure 11, which minimizes
memory use and improves the performance of the program
by reusing previously created objects.

The example demonstrates three advantages of our ap-
proach. First, the aspect is non-abstract. Therefore the pro-
grammers can apply the aspect by merely placing the as-
pect definition in the build path. Second, the aspect can be
applied to join points more than one type. Third, the re-
turn type of the around advice and the type of the field are
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classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed
for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation
on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute
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1 We explain this aspect in detail in Sections 2 and 3.

1 aspect Flyweight<V> {

2 Map<Object, V> constructedObjects;

3 V around(Object o):

4 call(Course+.new(*)) && args(o) {

5 if (constructedObjects.containsKey(o))

6 return constructedObjects.get(o);

7 V newObject = proceed(o);

8 constructedObjects.put(o, newObject);

9 return newObject;

10 }

11 }

Figure 1. A generic and concrete Flyweight aspect

parametrized with V, which is declared by the enclosing as-
pect Flyweight. Therefore type safety is guaranteed.

AspectJ and its extensions cannot support such an aspect.
For example, generics in AspectJ [1], though able to define
aspects with parameter types, require the programmer to
manually instantiate type parameters. It is not easy to do
so when the advice is applied to many join points with
different types. Moreover, expressiveness of pointcuts are
restricted. Pointcuts which specify join points of more than
one return type cause type errors. StrongAspectJ [3] supports
type parameters only in advice declarations.

We overcome these limitations by introducing a per-type

instantiation mechanism, which automatically creates
an aspect instance for each type of applicable join points.
The rationale behind the approach is that these aspects are
type-safe only if the values at the join points of different
types are not mixed together.

The contributions of this paper are as follows:

• We point out that AspectJ and StrongAspectJ cannot
parametrize an aspect over both field types and return
types of advice unless the programmers manually instan-
tiate type parameters. It is not easy to do so in general
because the programmers have to exhaustively enumer-
ate all the types of join points where advice is applied. In
other words, generic aspects in AspectJ do not allow the
programmers to use expressive pointcuts [2, 10].
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1 class Course {

2 Course(Integer id) {/* database access */}

3 ...

4 }

Figure 2. A Course class definition

• We propose a per-type instantiation mechanism for con-
crete generic aspects (i.e., non-abstract generic aspects).
This mechanism creates an aspect instance for each type
of the applicable join points.

• We describe a weaving strategy for concrete generic as-
pects.

The problem is explained in Section 2. Section 3 proposes
the per-type instantiation mechanism. Section 4 explains the
weaving strategy for concrete generic aspects. Section 5
discusses the instanciation policy. After discussing related
work in Section 6, Section 7 concludes the paper and lists
future work.

2. Motivation
AspectJ cannot support aspects parametrized over both field
types and return types of the applied join points, without
manually instantiating type parameters. We show an aspect
that implements the Flyweight pattern [4] as an example of
such aspects. The pattern minimizes memory use and im-
proves the performance of the program by reusing previ-
ously created objects.

2.1 Example: Flyweight Pattern
Suppose we want to optimize a course registration system
in which the constructor of the Course class obtains infor-
mation from a database (see Figure 2). As we found many
construction of courses with the same ID, we apply the Fly-
weight pattern to reduce the number of database accesses.

Figure 3 shows a generic aspect that implements the Fly-
weight pattern. constructedObjects holds constructed
objects (line 2), and the around advice takes over constructor
calls (lines 3–10). The advice first checks whether an object
has ever been created that takes the same constructor param-
eters (line 5). If so, the advice returns the previously created
object (line 6). Otherwise, it creates a new object by calling
proceed, stores the object with the given arguments into
constructedObjects, and then returns the object (lines
7–9).

Note that generic aspects in AspectJ must be abstract.
Therefore we need to declare a concrete aspect that extends
Flyweight<V> (Figure 4) in order to implement the fly-
weight pattern for the Course class.

2.2 Problem
Manual type instantiation is not easy in general because the
programmers have to exhaustively enumerate all the types of

1 abstract aspect Flyweight<V> {

2 Map<Object, V> constructedObjects;

3 V around(Object o):

4 call(V.new(*)) && args(o) {

5 if (constructedObjects.containsKey(o))

6 return constructedObjects.get(o);

7 V newObject = proceed(o);

8 constructedObjects.put(o, newObject);

9 return newObject;

10 }

11 }

Figure 3. A generic Flyweight aspect in AspectJ 5

1 aspect CourseFlyweight

2 extends Flyweight<Course> {}

Figure 4. A concrete aspect extending Flyweight

join points where advice is applied. In other words, generic
aspects in AspectJ do not allow the programmers to use
expressive pointcuts [2, 10] if the return type of the advice is
parametrized.

Suppose the Course class has many subclasses and
we want to implement the Flyweight pattern for all sub-
classes of the Course class. It never helps us to replace
call(V.new(*)) within Flyweight<T> (line 4 in Fig-
ure 3) with call(V+.new(*)), i.e.,

V around(...): call(V+.new(*)) && args(o){...}

This is because the return types of the matched join points
and advice do not follow AspectJ’s typing rule; the return
type of around advice must be a subtype of the return types
of the join points where it is applied.

3. Our Approach
To cope with the problem described above, we propose a per-
type instantiation mechanism for concrete generic aspects.
Our approach is based on dynamic aspect instance creation
rather than static code generation; the mechanism creates an
instance for each type of the applied join points. One of its
advantages is easy integration with the weaving mechanism
in AspectJ. The compiler/weaver does not need to know
which types the generic aspect will be concretized, as in
AspectJ. Therefore, our weaving algorithm is a small and
straightforward extension of AspectJ’s weaving algorithm.

In our approach, we can define the generic Flyweight
aspect, as shown in Figure 1 without relying on abstract
aspects and abstract pointcuts.

The approach introduces instance advice and static advice
for concrete generic aspects, which are explained in Sections
3.3 and 3.4.
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3.1 Instantiation Mechanism in AspectJ
We explain instantiation mechanisms in AspectJ before we
explain the per-type instantiation mechanism. In AspectJ,
the way an aspect is instantiated is specified at the as-
pect declaration. Aspect instances are automatically created.
When a piece of advice is run, an aspect instance is automat-
ically selected.

In the case of the pertarget A aspect shown below, an
instance is created at a join point that is specified by the
pointcut pc(), and associated with the target object of the
join point. When a piece of advice of the A aspect is run, an
aspect instance that is associated with the target object of the
join point is selected.

aspect A pertarget(pc()) {...}

3.2 Per-type Instantiation Mechanism
Our mechanism creates an instance of a generic aspect for
each type. When a piece of instance advice is about to run at
a join point, the mechanism selects an instance according to
the types of the join point2.

Instance Creation An instance of a concrete generic as-
pect is created for each type before the instance is selected.
If a type parameter of the aspect has an upper bound, an in-
stance is created for each subtype of the upper bound. If the
aspect has more than one parameter, an instance is created
for each combination of types.

Instance Selection When a piece of advice runs, the mech-
anism automatically selects an aspect instance according to
the types of the join point. The mechanism first identifies po-
sitions of the type parameters in the advice signature. It then
obtains the types of the join point that correspond to the type
parameters. Finally, it selects an aspect instance created for
these types.

When the advice in Figure 1 is applied to a constructor
call of the Course class, the mechanism confirms that the
type parameter V of the Flyweight aspect is used as the re-
turn type of the advice. Since the return type of a constructor
call of the Course class is Course, the mechanism selects
the Flyweight<Course> instance.

3.3 Instance Advice
The difference between instance advice and advice in As-
pectJ is that the signature of the instance advice must use all
type parameter types of the aspect. As mentioned in Section
3.2, instance selection depends on the positions of the type
parameters in the advice signature. Therefore, the mecha-
nism cannot select an instance if all type parameters are not
used in the signature of the instance advice. In such a case,
the mechanism rejects an instance advice.

2 By types of a join point, we mean the return type and the argument types
of the join point

1 aspect Flyweight<V> {

2 static before(Object o):

3 call(Course+.new(*))

4 && args(o) {

5 if (o == null)

6 throw ...

7 }

8 ...

9 }

Figure 5. An example of static advice

3.4 Static Advice
We introduce static advice in order to declare advice in-
dependent of type parameters in a concrete generic aspect.
There are cases where modularity is improved by declaring
advice independent of type parameters in generic aspects.
Static advice can be used to declare such advice. Static ad-
vice is not related to instances and cannot use the instance
fields, instance methods, and type parameters of the aspect.

Suppose we want to define before advice that checks
whether an argument of the constructor calls is null in
the Flyweight<V> aspect. We cannot declare this advice
as instance advice in the Flyweight<V> aspect because
this advice is independent of the type parameter of the
Flyweight<V> aspect. We can declare such advice in the
Flyweight<V> aspect by using static advice (Figure 5).

4. Implementation
In this section, we explain the implementation strategy of
our mechanism mentioned in Section 3.

In AspectJ, an aspect instance is selected by the aspectOf
method when a piece of advice is run. This method is added
automatically by a compiler, and the parameter types of this
method depend on an instantiation model of the aspect. In
our approach, this method receives Class objects, and re-
turns an aspect instance whose type is parameterized with
the types indicated by these Class objects.

When weaving advice in concrete generic aspects, a
weaver first identifies the positions of the type parameters
in the advice signature. It then obtains the types of the join
point corresponding to the type parameters. If a type pa-
rameter has an upper bound and the type corresponding to
the type parameter is not a subtype of that upper bound,
the weaver reports an error. Otherwise, the weaver inserts
code such that an instance of the aspect is obtained by the
aspectOf method and that method that the advice is trans-
lated into is invoked.

In the case where a piece of advice in the Flyweight<V>
aspect is woven into a constructor call of the Course class,
the base code

new Course(...)
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1 aspect Flyweight<V> {

2 private static

3 Map<Class<?>, Flyweight<?>> map;

4 public static <T>

5 Flyweight<T> aspectOf(Class<T> c) {

6 if (map.containsKey(c)))

7 return (Flyweight<T>)map.get(c);

8 Flyweight<T> newInstance

9 = new Flyweight<T>();

10 map.put(c, newInstance);

11 return newInstance;

12 }

13 ... // original definition

14 }

Figure 6. aspectOf method of Flyweight<V> aspect

is translated into

Flyweight.aspectOf(Course.class).advice1(...)

(advice1 is the name of the method that the advice is
translated into)

4.1 aspectOf method definitions
In our approach, the compiler adds not only an aspectOf

method but also a Map field to hold instances of the aspect.
The keys of the Map field are Class objects and the values
are instances of the aspect. If an aspect has multiple type
parameters, the keys of the Map field are lists of Class

objects.
Figure 6 shows the aspectOf method definition of the

Flyweight<V> aspect. The map field holds instances of the
Flyweight<V> aspect (lines 2–3). The aspectOf method
first checks whether an instance associated with the given
argument is created (line 6). If so, the method returns the
instance (line 7). Otherwise, a new instance is created and
associated with the given Class object in map, then the
method returns the instance (lines 8–11).

Figure 7 shows an example of an aspectOf method of an
aspect with multiple type parameters. Such an aspect differs
from an aspect with one type parameter in that the key of the
map is a List object and the aspectOf method creates an
List object with the given Class objects as the key (lines
6–9).

5. Discussion
In this section, we discuss cases where a type parameter of
an aspect is used as an advice parameter type.

The advice of the A<T> aspect in Figure 8 is applied to
constructor calls of the BufferedOutputStream class. We
discuss which instance should be selected for a constructor
call whose argument is a FileOutputStream object.

new BufferedOutputStream(

new FileOutputStream(...))

1 aspect A<V1, ..., Vn> {

2 private static

3 Map<List, A<?, ..., ?>> map;

4 public static <T1, ..., Tn> A<T1, ..., Tn>

5 aspectOf(Class<T1> c1, ..., Class<Tn> cn) {

6 List l = new ArrayList();

7 l.add(c1);

8 ...

9 l.add(cn);

10 if (map.containsKey(l)))

11 return (A<T1, ..., Tn> )map.get(l);

12 A<T1, ..., Tn> newInstance

13 = new A<T1, ..., Tn>();

14 map.put(l, newInstance);

15 return newInstance;

16 }

17 ...

18 }

Figure 7. An aspectOf method of an aspect with multiple
type parameters

1 aspect A<T> {

2 before(T t):

3 call(BufferedOutputStream.new(OutputStream))

4 && args(t) {...}

5 }

Figure 8. Using a type parameter as the parameter type of
advice

If an instance is selected according to static types (the
same as for the case of return types), an instance of type
A<OutputStream> is selected.

However, advice parameter types indicate dynamic types
of arguments. For example, the advice shown below is ex-
ecuted if a dynamic type of an argument is a subtype of
FileOutputStream.

before(FileOutputStream t):

call(BufferedOutputStream.new(OutputStream))

&& args(t) {...}

From this point of view, an instance should be selected
according to dynamic types. In this case, an instance of type
A<FileOutputStream> is selected.

Our tentative choice is that the programmer can choose
static types or dynamic types. In the case of the aspect shown
below, an instance of type A<OutputStream> is selected.

aspect A<static T> {

before(T t):

call(BufferedOutputStream.new(OutputStream))

&& args(t) {...}}
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In the case of the aspect shown below, an instance of type
A<FileOutputStream> is selected.

aspect A<dynamic T> {

before(T t):

call(BufferedOutputStream.new(OutputStream))

&& args(t) {...}}

6. Related Work
As mentioned in Section 1, generics are introduced in As-
pectJ [1] and StrongAspectJ [3].

Several studies introduce generic advice similar to that
in StrongAspectJ. Jagadeesan et al. introduced generic ad-
vice in AFGJ [8], which is an extension of Featherweight
Generic Java [7]. Lohmann et al. introduced generic advice
in AspectC++ [9].

Eos [11] and Association aspects [12] extend the instan-
tiation mechanism of AspectJ. These mechanisms associate
an instance of an aspect with values. Our mechanism asso-
ciates an instance of an aspect with types.

AspectJ has a pertypewithin instance model. In this
model, an instance of an aspect is selected according to the
type that a join point is within. In our approach, an instance
of an aspect is selected according to the types of join points.

Hannemann and Kiczales showed that implementing de-
sign patterns in AspectJ improves modurality [5]. They im-
plemented the Flyweight pattern using an aspect as a fac-
tory; therefore, with their approach it is difficult to add a
Flyweight pattern to a system. With our approach, it is easy
to add a Flyweight pattern to a system.

There is an exception to the rule mentioned in Section 2.2.
When the return type of around advice is Object, the advice
is not rejected regardless of the return type of the join points.
This exception allows advice to be applied to join points of
different types but breaks type safety. Our approach allows
advice to be applied into join points of different types while
preserving type safety.

7. Conclusion and Future Work
This paper proposed a per-type instantiation mechanism for
generic aspects. This mechanism allows the concrete generic
aspects by creating an instance of a generic aspect for each
type. When a piece of advice is executed, the mechanism
(creates if necessary and) selects an instance according to
the types of the join points.

We are currently finalising the language design and gath-
ering more use cases to evaluate possible design choices.

We then implement our mechanism by extending ajc [6].
The only difference between the syntax of our approach
and that of AspectJ is that concrete generic aspects and
static advice are allowed, and the only difference between
our weaving strategy and AspectJ’s weaving strategy is that
mentioned in Section 4. Therefore, we presume that the
extension is straightforward.

Formal discussion on type safety is also future work. We
plan to do this by extending Featherweight Java [7].
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